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Abstract: Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) enables non-invasive measurement of hemoglobin concentration
changes in the cerebral cortex. Creation of a topography map is an important evaluation method used in clinical
NIRS studies. In this study, we used Laplace's equation method to create topography maps of NIRS. The method
was tested and found to converge very precisely. The method was applied to NIRS signals, and it gave a smooth
picture, which did not contradict our physiological knowledge. Finally, a noisy signal was omitted and a
topography map was constructed without the information of the corresponding channel, with accurate results.
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1.

assess the cortical activation. However, NIRS systems

Introduction

Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) enables non-

are often unable to perform accurate measurement

invasive measurement of concentration changes in

because of contamination with noise due to subject's

oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin ([Oxy-

hair between the probe and scalp. Although sometimes

Hb] and [Deoxy-Hb], respectively) in the cerebral

the noise contamination is inevitable, general NIRS

cortex1,2), and has been widely used in experimental

systems do not provide a topography map without the

3-5)

studies and in clinical practice

for over a decade

contaminated channels.

because of its simplicity and clinical safety.

In the present study, we propose a novel method to

During unilateral hand movement of healthy

create a topography map from multichannel NIRS

subject, strong contralateral predominant activation in

signals. To create the map, the number of channel

the primary sensorimotor cortex (SM1) can be seen.

points is insufficient to draw a smooth map and to

On the other hand, ipsilateral or bilateral widespread

determine whether a region of interest is active or not.

cerebral activation has been shown when stroke

Therefore, we employed the discrete Laplace's

patients move their affected hand6-8). Thus, to estimate

equation method to expand the space and interpolate

the activation area of stroke patients by NIRS, multi-

the area. In addition, when some channel signals were

channel measurement is necessary to cover the

found to be contaminated with noise, we omitted the

contralateral SM1 and several motor related areas,

noisy channels and created a topography map without

including the bilateral SM1, premotor cortex, and

the channels. By using this proposed method, we

supplementary motor area. In addition, a topography

could create a clear topography map by omitting noisy

map made from the multichannel data is useful to

signals.
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Okayama, Japan). The IVES is a functional electrical

2.
1)

Materials and Methods
Performance of iterative solution of discrete
Laplace's equation
A matrix V of 90×130 was defined, and the elements

stimulation system that is triggered and controlled by
the voluntary electromyogram of an attached muscle
(e.g., the extensor digitorum communis) to facilitate

of (5+20i, 5+20j), where i = 0, 1, … , 4; j = 0, 1, …, 6,

muscle contraction10).

are fixed with "1", i.e.,

For the first 10 s, he was asked to relax and rest,
V(5+20i, 5+20j) ≡ 1,

(1)

for the next 10 s electrical stimulation was applied on
his right extensor digitorum communis, and for the

while the rest of the elements were initially filled with

last 10 s he was again asked to rest. This 30 s series

"0". We then solved Laplace's equation in the iteration

was repeated 3 times.

manner until every element of the matrix converged to
(Vk-Vk-1)/Vk<0.0001, where k denoted the k-th iteration,
as previously reported9). We used a rectangular grid to
sample the values in two-dimensional space. The most
convenient choice of rectangular grid is the case of x
= y, which represents the sampling of a square grid.
Under these circumstances, the discrete form of
Laplace's equation becomes:
V(i, j) =
[V(i-1, j) + V(i +1, j) + V(i, j-1) + V(i, j+1)] / 4

(2).

This equation simply states that a value at any
particular point in a uniformly sampled space must be

Figure 1 NIRS probe arrangement. Red: Transmitters,
Blue: Receivers, White: Measurement channels (Ch1Ch54). The 23rd channel was placed onto the subject's
vertex (Cz of international 10-20 system).

the average of its nearest neighbors. All iterative
procedures were performed in Matlab (MathWorks,
USA). The MATLAB code is listed in Appendix.
2)

4)

Collection of NIRS signals

Three near-infrared laser beams (wavelengths at 780,

Time series of NIRS, V(i,j;t), were obtained with a

805, and 830 nm) were emitted, then reflected beams

NIRS system (SMARTNIRS; Shimadzu, Japan),

were sampled at 5 Hz and were used to calculate

which gave time series of 54 channel signals from 33

[Oxy-Hb] and [Deoxy-Hb] for each 54 channels, as

probes (Fig. 1). The inter probe distance was 3.0 cm.
3)

Application for NIRS signals

shown in Fig. 2. We used [Oxy-Hb] signals to make

Subject and protocol of task

the topography map because it is the most sensitive

A healthy subject sat on an office chair and 33 probes

indicator of regional cerebral blood flow2,11) due to

were mounted on his head. He was asked to use

neuronal activation. NIRS signals include an unknown

integrated volitional control electrical stimulation

optical path length, which is altered by the scalp and

(IVES) device (PAS system GD-601; OG Giken,

tissue structure in the brain12,13). Therefore, [Oxy7
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Hb] signals were normalized for each channel so that
the mean and standard deviation against the 10 s
resting period before the first task were 0 and 1,
respectively. The signals were synchronously averaged.
We analyzed the [Oxy-Hb] signals from the first 10.5
s, i.e., 0.5 s after starting the task.
A matrix of 90×130 was defined and [Oxy-Hb] at
0.5 s after starting the task, Map(i,j;10.5), and were
fixed as shown in Table 1. In this study, the data in
Figure 2 The averaged time series of each channel.
Red: [Oxy-Hb], Blue: [Deoxy-Hb], Green: [OxyHb]+[Deoxy-Hb].

Ch25 was excluded to make the topography map
because the channel could not observe stable reflected
lights during calibration before the measurement.

3.
1)

Results
Performance of iterative solution of discrete
Laplace's equation
The boundary condition given by Eq.(1) is converged

Table 1 Initial values of matrix MAP, with the other
elements were set at ''0''.

as shown in Fig. 3a. The cross section of its bottom is
shown in Fig. 3b. These figures demonstrate that the
solution converged in (1-0.9993)/1 = 0.0007/1 at most.

Figure 3 Solution of Laplace's Equation (a) and Cross
section at the bottom of the solution (b). Lattice points
were set at ''1'', and the others were set at ''0''.
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4.
1)

Discussion
Performance of iterative solution of discrete
Laplace's equation
Figure 3 demonstrated that the solution converged in

Application for NIRS signals

Starting the calculation with the boundary conditions
given in Table 1, with the rest of the elements initially
set at "0", the matrix, Map, converged as shown in Fig.

0.0007 at most, because of the sparse arrangement of

4. Using the same boundary conditions in Table 1,

photo-probes at the lower right and left sides. Thus,

except for Ch25 due to noise, the signal of the channel

the present method was sufficient for creating a NIRS

was omitted from the boundary conditions (see Table

topography map.

1, Ch25, 1.7296 → ―), and the matrix, Map,
2)

converged as shown in Fig. 5.

Application for NIRS signals

The subject performed an IVIS task, and the left
hemisphere was active compared with the right side.
These results did not show any contradiction with
normal physiology. The topography map by multichannel NIRS is useful for research and clinical
applications. However, general NIRS systems14,15) do
not provide a method for creation of the map without
any noisy channels. Consequently, an inexact map is
often made. Using our proposed method, we can
simply create a reasonable topography map by
ignoring noisy channels.
5.

Figure 4 Topography map of NIRS at 0.5 s after
starting IVES.

Conclusion

We applied Laplace's equation method to create
topography maps of NIRS, and coded the method in
Matlab. The method was tested and found to converge
very precisely. The method was applied to NIRS
signals, and it gave a smooth picture, which did not
contradict our physiological knowledge. Finally, a
noisy signal was omitted and a topography map was
constructed

without

the

information

of

the

corresponding channel.
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Appendix: Matlab Code for Solving Discrete Laplace’s Equation
% NIRS color map with interpolation by solving Laplace equation
%CSV data Read [data, header]=xlsread('file name')
filename = uigetfile('.csv');

[data,header] =xlsread(filname);

x=data(:,2:54*3+1);

% Standard deviation before starting tasks
xsd=std(x(1:123,:)); h=x(126,:)./xsd;

m=90; n=130;

map1=zeros(m,n)+eps; map2=map1;

for k=1:10000
c=-1;
for j=15:20:115; c=c+1;map1(5,j)=h(1+c*3); end %1stRow
%map1(35,105)=map2(35,105);% Delete when you ignore the channel.
for j= 5:20:125; c=c+1;map1(15,j)=h(1+c*3); end %2nd Row
for j=15:20:115; c=c+1;map1(25,j)=h(1+c*3); end %3rdRow
for j= 5:20:125; c=c+1;map1(35,j)=h(1+c*3); end %4th Row
for j=15:20:115; c=c+1;map1(45,j)=h(1+c*3); end %5th Row
for j=5:20:125; c=c+1;map1(55,j)=h(1+c*3); end %6th Row
for j=15:20:115; c=c+1;map1(65,j)=h(1+c*3); end %7th Row
for j=25:20:105; c=c+1;map1(75,j)=h(1+c*3);end %8th Row
for j=35:20:95; c=c+1;map1(85,j)=h(1+c*3); end %9th Row
for j=2:n-1;

map2(1,j)=(map1(1,j-1)+map1(1,j+1)+map1(2,j))/3;
map2(m,j)=(map1(m,j-1)+map1(m,j+1)+map1(m-1,j))/3;end

for i=2:m-1;

map2(i,1)=(map1(i-1,1)+map1(i+1,1)+map1(i,2))/3;
map2(i,n)=(map1(i-1,n)+map1(i+1,n)+map1(i,n-1))/3; end

map2(1,1)=(map1(1,2)+map1(2,1))/2;

map2(1,n)=(map1(1,n-1)+map1(2,n))/2;

map2(m,1)=(map1(m,2)+map1(m-1,1))/2;

map2(m,n)=(map1(m,n-1)+map1(m-1,n))/2;

for i=2:m-1; for j=2:n-1;
map2(i,j)=(map1(i-1,j)+map1(i,j-1)+map1(i,j+1)+map1(i+1,j))/4;
end; end
for i=1:m; for j=1:n
if abs((map1(i,j)-map2(i,j)))/map1(i,j) > 0.0001;
end; end
end
MAP=flipud(map1);
figure;contourf(MAP);colorbar
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map1=map2; end
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